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Abstract. The Measurement-based Admission Control algorithm presented in this paper has been devised to overcome three shortcomings.
Firstly, its configuration parameter strictly correspond to standard QoS
definitions in Service Level Agreements, namely packet loss probability.
While this is featured by alternative designs too, the second issue, that of
considerable performance fluctuations under varying traffic conditions, is
a rather general problem. Applying a non-parametric approach the presented algorithm’s estimation model is free from assumptions and simulations assert consistent performance for a set of various conditions. Finally, the third improvement is certainly most appealing, the algorithm’s
independence from fine-tuning. In fact, the optimal value of the performance determining parameter is being estimated from the measured
sample. This makes the algorithm highly adaptive as well as autonomous
and simulations confirm near optimal performance and accuracy.

1

Introduction

By definition a preventive congestion avoidance mechanism, the Admission Control
(AC) rationale is to limit the number of resource consumers in a network in advance.
This is achieved by explicit access regulation for each and any request, i.e. a new flow,
based on the expected availability of resources. In general, a new flow is admitted onto
a network if its characteristics in terms of resource demand superimposed with that of
previously admitted flows would be up to an extent, such that committed QoS grants
are being sustained.
In computer networks a common approach is Measurement-based Admission Control. Principle idea is to sample the work arriving process in real time, compute statistics
and evaluate them in purpose build queuing models. The strength of MBAC therefore
seems to lie in its independence on a priori knowledge and its capability to cope with
changing conditions. An immediate and intuitive conclusion is that MBAC emerges
naturally as the only solution for a dynamic environment like the Internet and indeed,
MBAC has been shown to be effective in some sense and applicable in an extensive set
of previous works, see for instance [1–5].
At this point, considering the plethora of MBAC algorithms devised in the past,
a good justification for yet another one is necessary. In order to do so, we point the
reader to an interesting fact. While further MBAC research has been questioned in

[6], the same authors list in a follow-up [7] a set of yet open issues. In summary, by
a comprehensively conducted simulative comparison the authors came up with the
following conclusions.
– Algorithms performance varies considerably for different conditions, i.e. traffic
characteristics.
– Performance strongly depends on algorithms individual, model specific performance parameter fine-tuning.
– Performance parameters are rooted in mathematics and lack intuitive meaning in
a QoS or networking context.
– Performance parameter mapping to target QoS objectives is inconsistent.
– In most cases, algorithms under scrutiny missed targeted QoS objectives.
In fact, these findings have been further confirmed in [8], with the only but significant difference that in this study the set of MBAC algorithms has been implemented
in a real system.
To evaluate the significance of these conclusions, let us review some AC context. An
acceptable customer-blocking rate is around three percent in the busiest time. Given
this, daily service usage patterns impose that AC only plays an active role in around one
hour a day. In this time frame a CSP (or ISP) wants a maximum of customers admitted
onto the network to maximise return of invest. Real-time Traffic (RT), inherently rate
limited, does not cause congestion in any other time. Provider’s objective, however,
is contrary to the customer’s as those ideally want exclusive access to resources. In
conclusion, optimal AC admits a maximum number of flows while tightly approaching
committed QoS objectives.
Eventually, there is the operator’s point of view. Service Level Agreements (SLA)
define parameters like Bandwidth, Jitter, Delay or Loss [9] [10] and thus, an algorithm’s
configuration parameter ought to be of this type. Moreover, setting of QoS targets must
be reliable to ensure customers satisfaction.
In the following discourse we present an MBAC algorithm designed to incorporate
the identified requirements. In Sec. 2 we present a general queuing model and derive
a non-parametric estimation algorithm. Thereafter we present the evaluation setup in
Sec. 3 and introduce a performance and accuracy metric in Sec. 4. Performance results
for different configurations are presented in Sec. 5 followed by an accuracy evaluation.
Main findings together with the resulting conclusions are discussed in Sec. 7.

2

A General Model for Measurement-based Admission
Control

Speaking in mathematical terms, the principle MBAC issue can be expressed as a
real-time estimation problem. A sample S = {ζ1 , . . . , ζn } of Random Variables (RV)
is captured by continuous measurement of the work arrival process and model specific
statistics are calculated. Feeding these statistics in a queuing model allows predicting
resource availability. Thus, the very first step is to define a queuing model.
As identified in the preceding section, an algorithm’s configuration parameter shall
have a meaning in a QoS context. In order to incorporate this, we use a simple buffer
overflow model with the standard QoS criterion Ploss as configuration parameter.
Assume {ζt } denoting the work arrival process, and let A[s, t] be the amount of
work arriving in the interval (s, t]. Further let ζt = A[−t, 0] such that the queue length

at time zero is
Ω = sup(ζt − Ct).

(1)

t≥0

with C denoting link capacity. The probability that the queue length exceeds ω is
herewith
P {Ω > ω} = P {sup(ζt − Ct) > ω}.
(2)
t≥0

As (2) is difficult to compute, we use the lower bound approximation
P {sup(ζt − Ct) > ω} ≥ sup P {ζt > ω + Ct}.
t≥0

(3)

t≥0

With ρ = ω +Ct, and let Ft (x) = P {ζt ≤ x} be the Cumulative Distribution Function1
(CDF) of {ζt } we get
P {Ω > ω} ≥ sup P {ζt > ω + Ct} = sup(1 − Ft (ρ)).
t≥0

(4)

t≥0

Now lets set ω in ρ = ω + Ct to be the buffer size and lets further denote rp as
the peak rate of a flow. The flow’s worst-case resource demand would be if it emits
continuously with rp and hence ρ is set to ρ = ω + Ct − rp t. This yields the final
admission criteria based on the buffer overflow probability P̂loss (ρ) which reads as
(
true if P̂loss (ρ) < Ploss
.
(5)
Admitbool =
f alse if P̂loss (ρ) ≥ Ploss
As the r.h.s of (4) reveals, this simple model’s accuracy depends on the marginal
distribution function. This is fundamental to probability modelling and the generally
adopted approach obeys that of Parametric Statistics. Parametric means, that the
nature of the CDF is assumed to be known. Motivated by the Central Limit Theorem
(CLT) for instance, many MBAC models assume Gaussianity (or Normality), like [1,
3–5, 11], while for instance [2, 4] assume a Gumbel distribution motivated by Extreme
Value Theory. Once the CDF is known, the problem is to estimate the moments from
the captured sample S to get P̂loss (ρ).
With rising aggregation levels in access networks and due to its conformance with
Self-Similarity (SS) and Long-Range-Dependency (LRD) findings in network traffic [12,
13], much attention has been paid to Gaussian approximation recently. An analytical
argument in favour of is documented in [14], while [15] further supports it empirically
based on real traffic traces, though for backbone traffic and for large time scales. The
latter results, however, are questionable as common Goodness-of-fit techniques were
applied though known to be error prone for large samples and in the context of SS
and LRD [16, Chap. 10] [17, 18] [19, Page 33]. In [17] a more profound mathematical
approach has been applied to test the Gaussian approximation, but the result is rather
inconclusive, stating that under certain conditions the approximation can be met but
also grossly missed, particularly for small time scales.
In contrast to Gaussian approximation, the authors of [20, 21] state traffic obeys a
Poisson law and is non-stationary. However, these results have been recently called to
be far unrealistic [18]. Finally, and only for the sake of further highlighting diversity
of findings, we cite [22] which recently recommended the Gamma distribution as the
”best choice on average” for a comprehensive set of recorded traffic traces.
1

Strictly speaking the Marginal Distribution Function

This short discourse indicates the uncertainty incurred by assuming in advance.
The inflicted consequence is two fold. First, assuming for example a Gaussian nature
implies a heavy-traffic approximation. Only then the CLT becomes valid. Furthermore,
densities tend to be heavy-tailed, and in this case, moments beyond first order may
not exist at all.
There is ample evidence that exaclty these assumptions subject MBAC performance
so strongly to traffic conditions. Based on this finding, the focus of this work was to
seek and investigate an alternative.
To free Ff (ρ) in (4) from assumptions, Non-Parametric Statistics are to be applied.
The simplest way would be to compute a histogram as estimate for Ff (ρ). Indeed,
several histogram based MBAC algorithms, e.g. [23–25], have been published in the
past. However, in none of these works the choice for histograms has been justified by
statistical uncertainty, but has been used rather implicitly. This is evidenced by the fact
that histograms are solely used in an ad-hoc fashion and parameters, namely bin width
and bin origin, are chosen intuitively. That this salvages the risk of great imprecision is
widely unknown but elaborately presented in [19, Chap. 3] for instance. Furthermore,
histograms are poor for heavy-tailed distributions as they only represent the statistical
information of the actual sample. As sample size is inherently limited, rare (tail) events
are only in a few of sequentially captured samples.
A non-parametric method superior to histograms to estimate an unknown density
f is Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). Following [19, Chap. 6, Equ. 6.1] its definition
reads
n
1 X “ y − Yi ”
fˆh (y) =
(6)
k
nh i=1
h
where Y is sample of n RVs, Y={Y1 , . . . , Yn }, h is the window width, also called the
smoothing or bandwidth and k is the kernel, which has to satisfy the condition
Z +∞
k(u)du = 1
(7)
−∞

and is therefore often chosen from a density function. In brief, the estimator can be
considered as a sum of superimposed bumps centred at the observations Yi . The shape
of the bumps is defined by the kernel function while the window width h defines their
width [26].
Integrating (6) yields the distribution estimator
Z y
n
1
1 X “ y − Yi ”
F̂h (y) =
fˆh (u)du =
K
(8)
nh −∞
n i=1
h
where

Z

x

K(x) =

k(u)du

(9)

−∞

is the integrated kernel function, short the kernel.
The metric for accuracy evaluation for this type of estimator is the Mean Integrated
Squared Error (MISE) defined as
Z +∞
M ISE(h) = E
{F̂h (y) − F (y)}2 dy.
(10)
−∞

Letting hn1/2 → ∞ as n → ∞ yields the Asymptotic Mean Integrated Squared Error
(AMISE). It has been shown in [27] that the AMISE is minimised by setting h equal

to
ho = (Υ (K)/R1 )1/3 n−1/3

(11)

with Υ (K) being a function of the kernel only. For instance, using a standard normal
√
density as kernel, k(x) = φ(k) and K(x) = Φ(x), yields Υ = 1/ π.
Provided an estimate of R1 , the so-called roughness defined as
Z +∞
Rm =
(f (m) (y))2 dy
(12)
−∞
m

where f denotes the mth derivative of the true, unknown density f , the convergence
rate of this estimator, determined by (11), is in the order of n−1/3 . This is slower as
the rate of n−1 for parametric estimators under optimal conditions, i.e. a full match
between reality and model. This condition is, however, practically never given.
One can see that the performance of this estimator depends on the smoothing
parameter ho , which is a function of R1 , and the kernel. In [19, Sec. 6.2.3.2] it has been
shown that optimal kernels have compact support but as they are ”best in average”,
recall the AMISE is a mean, these kernels are optimal for the body of the density. To
estimate tail probabilities, a kernel with infinite support is the better choice. However,
the kernel choice is of minor significance in any case [19, Sec. 6.2.3].
Thus, the performance knob for this type of estimator is ho , and thusly for any
therefrom derived MBAC algorithm. Moreover, this performance parameter masks the
configuration parameter as its setting rules how precisely the QoS target is being
approached. Unfortunately, this parameter lacks any meaning in an QoS context and
we are facing one of the critics of MBAC algorithms as presented in Sec. 1.
Having a closer look, however, we see that the smoothing parameter ho = f (R1 )
and (12) poses the same problem as (8) with the only difference that we have to
differentiate (6) and not to integrate it. Thus, and we can apply KDE to estimate the
derivative R1 from the sample the same way we do to estimate F̂ (x). This method, is
known as plug-in smoothing.
This yields an particular advantage as the MBAC algorithm becomes herewith ”selftuning” because the estimator does compute its only performance parameter from the
captured traffic sample. No human intervention, i.e. fine tuning, is necessary.
By repeated integration by parts, (12) becomes
Z +∞
Rm = (−1)m
f 2m (y)f (y)dy = (−1)m E[f (2m) (Y )].
(13)
−∞

Using a Gaussian kernel with smoothing a, one gets an estimate of fˆ(2m) (y)
«
„
n
1 X (2m) y − Yi
(2m)
ˆ
f
(y) =
φ
.
n i=1
a

(14)

Based on the last two equations, the Jones and Sheather estimator reads [28]
R̂m (a) = (−1)m

«
„
n
1 X (2m) Yj − Yi
φ
.
na i,j=1
a

(15)

Its AMISE optimal smoothing is
„
am (Rm+1 ) =

2(m+1/2) Γ (m + 1/2)
πRm+1 n

«1/(2m+3)
(16)

and is an explicit function of Rm+1 . Thus,
R̂m (Rm+1 ) = R̂m (am (Rm+1 )).

(17)

This sequential relationship motivates the sequential plug-in rule published in [29].
Briefly, ”fix J ≥ 1 and take RJ+1 as given”, hence
R̂J (RJ+1 ), R̂J−1 (R̂J ), R̂J−2 (R̂J−1 ), . . .

(18)

until one obtains R̂1 (R̂2 ) for (11). The recommended value for J is 4 [29].
A so-called reference estimate for RJ+1 in (18) has been published in [30]. With
the samples standard deviation σ, it becomes
RJ+1 =

Γ (J + 3/2)
.
σ 2J+3 2π

(19)

and we finally can write R1 as
R̂1,J = f (RJ+1 , J)

(20)

Given (20), one simple has to ”plug-in” this estimate in (11) to get
ho = (Υ (K)/R1,J n−1/3 .
1/3

(21)

Based on this framework, we can define a non-parametric, self-tuning MBAC algorithm. In order to do so, we insert (20) in (8) and the latter in (4). Thus, P̂loss (ρ) in
(5) finally reads
n
n
1 X “ ρ − ζti ”o
P̂loss = P {Ω > ρ} = sup 1 −
K
.
nho i=1
ho
t≥0

(22)

In conclusion, the features of (22) account for three major issues discussed in Sec. 1.
First, its configuration parameter Ploss is a common SLA QoS parameter. Further,
its performance knob, optimal smoothing ho , is independent from human fine-tuning
but the algorithm computes it autonomously. Eventually, the algorithm’s performance
does not depend on traffic conditions like for example the heavy-traffic approximation
(CLT).

3

Evaluation Setup

Common practice in this field of research is to implement and evaluate using the NS-2
Network Simulator. In order to gain optimal insight we defined a simple ”n sources,
one router, one destination” topology where MBAC is deployed at the bottleneck link
between the router and the destination. As traffic model, we opt for Voice Over IP
(VoIP) traffic as it is the first QoS requiring service with a penetration on a global
scale.
As one motivation for the model was independence from assumptions, the questions
we ask is how well the algorithm performs if subjected to different load conditions. Thus,
we varied the bottleneck link capacity C in the range of 1 to 5 Mbps, an range where
the CLT assumption far from reasonable. For each of this configurations, we evaluated
the performance for a set of QoS targets Ploss in (5), namely {10−2 , 10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 }.

For service request inter-arrival distribution we chose an Exponential distribution
and so we did for holding times. The latter has a fixed mean λh of 300s, while the former,
λs , is adjusted such that for each capacity C, the link is continuously overloaded and
the MBAC works on its limit.
By choosing two different On/Off models with either Exponential (EXPOO) or
Pareto (POO) distributed On/Off times, another dimension of diversity is added. While
the former represents a short-range dependent model, the latter produces work arriving
processes with SS/LRD characteristics [31]. In the style of [32], On and Off times
are respectively 0.3s and 0.6s and in On state sources emit 125-Bytes-packets with
rate 64kbps. Thus, sources can be considered as G.711 encoded with Voice Activity
Detection.
Routers buffer sizes vary with the link capacity too. For high quality VoIP communications, the maximum mouth-to-ear delay has to be less than 150ms. Assuming a
10 hop path as common, and further delay equally distributed over all hops, the buffer
size in (4) is set to ω = C ∗ 15ms. Thus, the likelihood Pdelay (D ≥ 15ms) is the same
as a loosing a packet.
The time scales of interest in (4) are set to t = {0.02s, 0.04s, 0.06s, 0.08s, 0.1s} and
the total simulation time was set to 4100s. By visual inspection, we found that for any
configuration the time to reach steady state was well below 500s. Given this, the first
500s have been discarded for performance evaluation, resulting in an effective time of
tsim = 3600s, i.e. a busy hour.

4

Performance Metrics

In [7], the authors stated that all algorithms under test perform equally given homogeneous sources. This is a sizeable statement. The conclusion has been drawn after
evaluating the algorithms using the MBAC standard Load-Loss metric. The approach
is to overload the network with flow arrivals and to measure
Loss =

#pktslost
#pktsf w
, Load =
.
#pktssent
Ctsim

(23)

where pktsf w denotes the packets forwarded on the bottleneck.
But what does this metric tell us? Actually only little about MBAC performance.
Indeed, it simply reveals that for a given load in the network, the queue overload
level is X. The point here is that to achieve a target network load, an algorithm’s
particular tuning parameter, typically some λ, δ depending on the model, is adjusted
until it admits the required numbers of flows to get the desired load. This number of
flows is in the case of homogeneous sources almost the same for each and any MBAC
algorithm and hence, the loss is also the same. There is almost no difference except
in the sequence of admissions. Thus, this metric doesn’t really tell us much about the
admission behaviour of a particular algorithm.
What further confirms this finding is that in case of heterogeneous sources the performance did actually vary, see Fig. 8 in [7]. Clearly, for this scenario each algorithm
admits a particular sequence, and thus set of sources to get the desired load resulting in individual aggregates with different characteristics. Consequently loss for each
configuration is also different. Hence, this metric is merely useful for heterogeneous
sources.
In [33], it has been shown that the worst-case traffic pattern is that of homogeneous On/Off sources; as used for this evaluation. This requires a modification of the

(a) 5Mbps

(b) 1Mbps

Fig. 1. Target QoS objective versus Load performance for a 5Mbps (left) and 1Mbps
(right) configuration. The X-Axis shows Ploss in (5), the Y-Axis Load as defined in
(23) but in percentage.

performance metric by replacing Loss in (23) with Ploss in (5). As a result we get a utilisation measure, implicitly expressing the number of flows admitted onto the network,
for a given QoS target. For example, a more aggressive algorithm results in higher resource usage, a more restrictive one leaves more spare resources. This metric therefore
expresses a criteria for an ISP/CSP as discussed in Sec. 1.
The former metric is used to provide a criteria from a providers perspective. Given
an QoS target, how much use does the algorithm make of available resources. The
second metric we introduce reflects customers as well as operators point of view. More
precisely, we are interested in how tightly the algorithm approaches required QoS targets. For example, if a providers commits in an SLA a Ploss of 10−5 and the operator
configures the algorithm respectively, how accurate does the algorithm approach this
limit.

5

Load-Loss Performance

Standard Load-Loss performance results are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The left
graph depicts the results for the 5Mbps configuration and both source models. One
can see that the algorithm does perform well, i.e. the network resources are used up
to ∼ 0.94 times the link capacity C (0.94 ∗ C) for POO sources and a QoS target set
to Ploss = 10−2 . For tighter QoS requirements, the algorithm rejects more flows and
thus, the lowest link utilisation is for EXPOO sources ∼ 0.82 ∗ C and an QoS target
of 10−5 .
In Fig. 1(b) results for the other extreme are illustrated, a link capacity C as low as
1Mbps. Similar to the previous example, the algorithm makes use of available resources
for relaxed QoS targets while the performance curve decays rapidly along with tighter
requirements. However, compared to the 5Mbps case, the maximum link utilisation is
much lower. The reason appears clear. A smaller capacity C, means less flows admitted
and the resulting aggregate resembles much more that of a single source, i.e. a On/Off
pattern. It is therefore more impulsive and as the algorithm does account for this, it
does reject more flows.
The remaining results for configuration 2, 3 and 4Mbps exhibit similar patterns
and as space is rare here, we omit their graphical presentation. For each configuration
and the POO model exact numbers are presented in Tab. 1.

(a) 5Mbps

(b) 1Mbps

Fig. 2. Target QoS objective versus Loss performance for a 5Mbps (left) and 1Mbps
(right) configuration. The X-Axis shows Ploss in (5), the Y-Axis Loss as defined in
(23).
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Control Accuracy Evaluation

In the style of the previous section, Fig. 2(a) depicts the precision of the algorithm for
a 5Mbps configuration. The measured loss as defined in (23) is plotted as a function
of the configured QoS objective. The plotted performance curve is roughly divided
in two parts and its midpoint is located at a target loss probability Ploss = 10−3 .
Approaching this point from the right, QoS objectives are closely met, i.e. Loss ∼ Ploss
for Ploss = 10−2 and Ploss = 10−3 .
The opposite is the case for Ploss = 10−4 and Ploss = 10−5 . For this configuration the algorithm is slightly too daring and the QoS objective deviates from its
optimum. A similar behaviour is also depicted in Fig. 2(b), which illustrates the results
for the 1Mbps configuration. The optimal working point in this case lies exactly at
Ploss = 10−3 . For the less stringent requirement Ploss = 10−2 it does guarantee the
QoS objective and approaches the optimal point tightly for both traffic models.
The same cannot be claimed for more tighter QoS objectives, namely Ploss =
10−4 or10−5 . As in the 5Mbps configuration, the algorithm is too daring, admitting too
many flows into the network with the result of greater packet loss as demanded.
There are basically two reasons, which contribute, to this imprecision. As already
mentioned before, for such a small link capacity the aggregate is very impulsive and
the true marginal distribution therefore rather discrete than continuous, implying consequences on the optimality of the estimator.

Table 1. Loss - Load performance for each configuration and the POO source model
Ploss
0.010000
0.001000
0.000100
0.000010

1Mbps
74.64
69.33
66.13
64.87

2Mbps
84.36
79.50
77.85
75.65

3Mbps
88.61
84.83
82.48
81.52

4Mbps
92.07
88.30
86.77
85.39

5Mbps
93.77
90.68
88.64
87.67

Besides the former, the dominant factor lies in the queuing model itself. Observant
readers might have noticed that (22) poses an overflow model rather than a loss model.
Consequently, the algorithm does not differentiate between a one packet and 100packet loss but does consider both cases as an equal overflow. Further, the definition
of ρ assumes that the buffer is always empty at any observation point.
There is one feature important to be noticed. In both cases the configuration behaviour is practically equal for both traffic models, i.e. the curves are tightly superimposed. This implies that there is a chance for a consistent mapping of the configuration
and the experienced QoS level independent from actual traffic characteristics. In other
words, it allows to acquire reliable knowledge about the deviation for a certain setting. Furthermore, though slightly imprecise, the deviations are only for very stringent
cases. For these settings, imprecision are relatively significant but absolutely at least
questionable.
More detailed insight, namely precise numbers for the POO source model are tabulated in Tab. 2, as before for all configurations.
Table 2. Accuracy evaluation for each configuration and the POO source model
Ploss
0.010000
0.001000
0.000100
0.000010
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1Mbps
0.004293
0.001092
0.000683
0.000789

2Mbps
0.005778
0.001582
0.001056
0.000341

3Mbps
0.005057
0.001771
0.000644
0.000553

4Mbps
0.007468
0.002409
0.001801
0.000938

5Mbps
0.011436
0.004424
0.001731
0.001665

Conclusion

The design of MBAC algorithm presented in this work has been devised to target three
major critics of MBAC. First, configuration parameter are without meaning in a SLA
or QoS context. Second, common MBAC design is based on parametric models and
incurs dependencies on assumptions and therefore limits applicability. Hence, MBAC
performance depends strongly on a match between model assumptions and traffic characteristic causing reasonable performance for on type of traffic and poor for another.
Finally individual performance depends on human fine-tuning of model specific tuning
knobs.
Defining a simple queuing model, the algorithms configuration parameter is Ploss .
This solves the first point, configuration in conformance with common SLA QoS parameters.
By using a purely non-parametric model, i.e. free from any assumption, the algorithm is free of any statistical dependency what distinguishes this approach from
common design. The results are promising. The algorithm exhibits consistent performance if traffic characteristics are varied in either dimensions, namely link capacity
(aggregation) and traffic nature, i.e. source models.
Furthermore, the proposed model tackles the third major critic of MBAC algorithms, the requirement of human performance parameter fine-tuning. Indeed, the algorithm can be considered as self-tuning as it estimates the optimal value for its only
performance parameter, namely ho from the sample. No human intervention is needed.

Simulations confirmed that the algorithm does perform efficiently, i.e. makes near
optimal use of resources, and does approach granted QoS commitments tightly. Most
important, its behaviour is consistent, i.e. its performance and configuration is near
independent from traffic conditions.
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